of course, you’re into that sort of thing.

Filtering videos while in the app is a breeze, as you can rank videos by “Most Recent,” “Top Rated” or by category. I won’t list the categories available because if you downloaded this app, you probably already know what kind of porn you like watching.

You also have the option to log in to your Pornhub account, if you have one, and access your favourites or post comments.

As expected, Pornhub will drain your battery miserably, much like other tube-based apps. But, if you spend more than 10 minutes watching porn on a mobile device, you might need counselling. Or a girlfriend.

The Pornhub app is exactly what you expect: a quick way to relieve some stress. While it’s easy and convenient, it’s definitely not a worthy substitution for your desktop or laptop screen.

Despite using a Galaxy Note, the screen was still too small. Plus you’ll look like a weirdo if your friends see the app icon on your phone.

Dat app is a regular Arts & Culture feature that highlights and showcases the best apps available.

---

**The brew crew**

Coffee Porter

Toronto-based Mill Street Brewery describes their Coffee Porter as “Balzac’s own dark-roasted coffee brewed with a full-bodied traditional porter” — but it should be described as “heaven on earth.” This brew understands that when the established beer lover wants coffee-flavoured beer, the sensibility of all delightful beverages should be blended to perfection.

The beer blends flavours together seamlessly with incredible attention to detail, which is first shown before the cap is even taken off. The Coffee Porter lacks acheap-feeling label common with other breweries, and is instead replaced with coldpainting, featuring which boldly advertises the delightful flavor to be found inside. When poured, a small head dissipates quickly, lending itself to easy bottle drinking. However, I’d recommend you pour it into a tall glass to experience the full bouquet of flavours. To the nose, the drinker gets sweet coffee scent with plenty of roasted malt, followed by a hint of chocolate. This is not a substitute for Guiness, despite its appearance as an engine lubricant. It has a substantially creamier mouthfeel. This brew would be a good introduction for a stout or porter virgin, as the minimal bitterness comes from a sweetly flavored coffee. There is a cold bite at the tongue that turns into a warm splash at the back of the throat, reminiscent of a warm fireplace puffing in heat on a cold winter evening.

This is not the drink you want to stage with after a poor exam result, but it’s a wonderful conclusion to a wildly mediocre day of instruction. It is established that Mill Street Brewery has built its Coffee Porter with the student who just happens to study on a rainy day, and brings fire to mind.

---

**The Album Review**

**The Wooden Sky**

*Let’s Be Ready*

Chelsea Records

http://www.chelsea-records.com/

Sarah Lavin

ARTS & CULTURE WRITER • SARAHALVIN.CA

It’s easy to miss those long August evenings in Gallagher Park as school closes in and the air bums that summer chill. The Wooden Sky offers so much for those suffering from post-Folk-Fest blues with their fourth full-length LP this week, Let’s be Ready. The album title is the band’s classic rendition of “Wild” — the album embodies the desire to embrace life and all the beauty encompassed within it.

They create a much larger sound than would be expected from a band of three members. The occasional collaborators on violin, bass and vocals provide the album with a rich, full-bodied sound and diverse center.

Let’s Be Ready has a definite melodic uniformity with many of the songs flowing seamlessly into each other. However, varied speeds and moods keep the album from sounding overly repetitive. The Wooden Sky has created casse, genuine music, that provides a beautiful vulnerability that emerges from weaving vocal delivery. They have harmonised the subtle imperfections that define authentic music making.

This album represents all of the best parts of summer. “Saturday Night” is a perfect driving song — think windows down and volume up.

“Let’s Be Ready” is ideal accompaniment to a peaceful picnic after a long drive in your Chevy. “Maybe It’s ‘No Secret’” is unadulterated toe-tapping folk-guitar rock goodness.

Let’s be Ready is an excellent way to carry summertime vibes into the coming school year. If you missed attending Folk Fest, or feel serious need for some folksy blasting in your life, check out The Wooden Sky and head over to the Stanfield Roon on September 24th to catch them when they breathe through Edmonton.

---

**GATEWAY**

*Describe what you’re wearing.*

**COLLINS**

I’m wearing black boots with light-washed jeans, and a sweater from Urban Outfitters. I bought my shirt in the States, and my bag is surprisingly from Forever 21. It was $10. My jeans are from H&M.

**GATEWAY**

*What’s your favourite thing you have on?*

**COLLINS**

My boots, basically. Boots are my life. It’s summer, but it feels like fall right now, and that’s why I pulled out the boots.

---

**GATEWAY**

*Check out thegatewayonline.ca/FashionStreeters for more photos.*